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Abstract—The paper describes a novel cooperative control
policy for the transportation of large objects in underwater
environments using two UVMS (Underwater Vehicle Manipulator
Systems). Due to the low bandwidth available in underwater
scenarios, the main feature of the paper lies in the fact that
the cooperative transportation of the commonly grasped object
is carried out successfully by just exchanging the tool frame
velocities at each sampling instant. A disturbance compensation
technique is also presented to cope with sea currents and vehicle
velocity tracking errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades a lot of work has been carried

out in the field of underwater robotics related to subsea

exploration and observation, mining and manipulation. There

have been tremendous advancements in the field of under-

water manipulation that can be seen from the completion

of several projects including AMADEUS [1], ALIVE [2],

SAUVIM [3] which successfully demonstrated autonomous

manipulation capabilities. Then, within the recently concluded

EU-funded project TRIDENT [4], more enhanced control

capabilities for autonomous floating vehicle-arm systems were

finally achieved for vehicles and arms of comparable masses

and inertias and within a unifying control and coordination

framework. By taking into account these developments, the

notion of having two UVMS (underwater vehicle manipulator

systems) performing autonomous intervention activities in a

cooperative manner certainly comes to mind. To this regard,

the national Italian project MARIS [5] has been launched

recently and its main aim is to develop state of the art

cooperative control algorithms as well as an experimental

proof of concept trial, paving the way for future developments

that would allow cooperative intervention to be used even in

underwater environments.

Within this context, the contribution of this paper is the

development, within a unified framework, of a cooperative

control policy relevant to all the involved mission phases i.e

grasping, transportation, and the final positioning of the shared

Fig. 1. The two cooperative UVMS and their relevant frames

object grasped by two systems. Figure 1 shows the two UVMS

and their relevant frames.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II recalls the

control objectives that a single floating manipulator has to

tackle and that have been solved in [4]. Section III extends the

approach to the mentioned decentralized multi objective con-

strained cooperative control problem. The simulation results

supporting the proposed approach are presented in Section

IV. Finally, some conclusions and foreseen future works are

discussed in Section V.

II. TASK PRIORITY BASED COORDINATED CONTROL FOR

INDIVIDUAL FLOATING MANIPULATION SYSTEM

A single floating manipulation system, during the execution

of its assigned mission, has to comply with different safety

and operability constraints. Given a reference mission where

the UVMS has first to grasp an object, then transport it to a

goal location and finally positioning it on the desired target

location, the control objectives that it would need to tackle

are listed in the following:

1) Joint Limits: the arm needs to maintain its joints within

well defined bounds to avoid hitting their mechanical

limits;

2) Manipulability: the arm must operate with a good dex-

terity, avoiding singular configurations;



3) Horizontal Attitude: the vehicle should avoid configura-

tions with high tilt angles;

4) Camera centering for object transportation: this objective

is activated during the transportation phase, and requires

the goal frame grossly maintained within the visual cone

of the endowed forward-looking camera;

5) Camera centering for object positioning: this task is acti-

vated during the final positioning phase and requires the

grasped object frame and the goal one both maintained

in the field of view of the endowing positioning camera;

6) Positioning camera distance and height: this objective

is activated during the positioning phase and requires

the positioning camera to be above a certain height and

below a given horizontal distance from the goal frame;

in order to enable the best operability conditions for the

positioning camera;

7) Vehicle motion minimality: since the vehicle generally

exhibits a larger mass and inertia than the arm, during

the final positioning phase it is advisable to have it

move for only the strict necessary amount needed for

accomplishing the related tasks.

All the above objectives do not need to be precisely achieved.

They are satisfied whenever the system is within certain

configuration regions, for example whenever their relevant

variable is below, above or between some given, pre-defined,

thresholds. They are thus constraints of inequality type and all

of them are related either to the safety of the system or aimed

at guaranteeing its good operability.

Naturally, the system must also comply with objectives that

must be satisfied exactly:

1) End effector object grasp: during the initial grasping

phase, the UVMS must place the arm end-effector above

the object to be grasped in a given grasping position;

2) Grasped object positioning: this objective is active dur-

ing both the transportation and final positioning phase. It

requires that the object is precisely positioned in a given

position, i.e. that the tool-frame reaches the goal-frame

of Fig. 1.

In order to execute many objectives concurrently a possible

solution is the employment of the task priority framework

[6], where each task is assigned a priority according to its

importance. Hence the various tasks are solved accordingly to

their priority in a descending order, with the highest priority

task solved first and the solutions of the other tasks are solved

inside the null space of the higher priority ones. An important

limitation of the above mentioned framework is the inability

of handling inequality constraints, which are converted to

equality ones and cannot be properly activated and deactivated

when needed, thus over-constraining the system.

An extension of the task-priority framework has been devel-

oped in [4], where suitable activation functions are used for

the activation and deactivation of the inequality tasks. This

means that when a task disappears from the priority list it

results in an enlargement of the mobility space which in turn

is favourable to the lower priority tasks.

The problem of cooperatively acting underwater floating

manipulators can be solved by exploiting the task priority

paradigm implemented in [4] and adapting it to the specific

problems that the cooperation poses. The next section focuses

on this extension.

III. EXTENSION TO COOPERATIVELY OPERATING

UNDERWATER FLOATING MANIPULATORS

Once the two floating manipulators have firmly grasped a

shared object, as indicated in Fig.1, the problem of trans-

porting the object, and finally positioning its attached frame

< t > on the goal frame < g > , can be solved by using the

same algorithmic structure as shown in [4]. However, in the

cooperative scenario, two additional tasks are needed:

1) vehicles distance: maintaining a minimum distance be-

tween vehicles to avoid collisions;

2) object kinematic constraint: the two end-effectors ve-

locities, when transferred to the common object frame,

should be equal to avoid any stress on the object.

The cooperative control problem might be optimally solved

by simply extending the application of the previously outlined

task priority based individual control law to both UVMS in

a centralized manner, as the presence of the object kinematic

constraint inevitably couples the optimization problem of the

two systems. However, this would require the exchange of all

the Jacobians at every sample time in order to compute the

centralized solution for both systems, which in the underwater

case is not possible due to severe bandwidth limitations.

For this simple reason, the solution to the cooperative

problem must be found minimizing the information exchange

between the two UVMS. The extension to cooperatively

operating underwater floating manipulators is thus presented

in the following.

A. Cooperating UVMS with Minimal Information Exchange

The algorithm is divided in three separate steps: i) a first

independent optimization, ii) the exchange of end-effector

Cartesian velocities and iii) the re-computation of the system

velocities.

1) First Independent Optimization: To minimize the infor-

mation exchange, we first consider each UVMS as if it were

the sole one acting on the object. A separate, independent

optimization is performed, following the task priority algo-

rithm [4] with the goal of satisfying the control objectives

presented in Section II and the additional constraint of the

minimum distance between the vehicles. We remark how in

such a prioritized list of objectives, the end-effector position

control has the lowest priority, and that the object kinematic

constraint is not considered explicitly.

With this in mind, at each time instant, each system indepen-

dently determines its own system control law, optimizing its

own list of prioritized tasks as if it were the sole agent acting

on the object. The two UVMSs obtain, in a fully decentralized

way, the couple of system control actions ẏa and ẏb, where

each of the ẏ is the stacked vector of the arm joint velocities

q̇ and vehicle velocities v.



The corresponding tool frame velocities for both the UVMS

can be thus calculated as follows:

ẋa = Jaẏa (1)

ẋb = Jbẏb (2)

where Ja and Jb are the overall tool frame < t > Jacobian

matrices for systems a and b.

It must be noted how in general it might result in ẋa 6= ẋb,

despite both UVMS having an end-effector velocity task with

the same common velocity reference ˙̄x. This is due to the fact

that the end-effector task is the last one in the hierarchy and

thus might not have the necessary DOFs available. This fact

would result in the violation of the object kinematic constraint,

with inevitable high stress on the object. To avoid this problem,

the object kinematic constraint must be enforced, even if not in

a explicit way. The next section focuses on this exact problem.

2) Exchange of Tool-Frame Velocities: For the above out-

lined reasons, the second step of the procedure is the exchange

of the separately evaluated individually optimal tool-frame

velocities ẋa, ẋb. Then, a common value ˙̂x is determined

as the result of an a-priori agreed fusion policy, which may

trivially be the mean value between ẋa, ẋb or more generally

a suitable convex combination of them. In a broader sense, it

should be noted that such convex combinations could be used

where one system can be the leader and the other system can

be the follower and they can even smoothly change the role

depending on the scenario.

In any case, the basic idea is to consider the individually

optimal tool-frame velocities ẋa, ẋb as somehow representative

of the general state and needs of each of the two UVMS. For

example, if both of them are equal to the desired tool frame

velocity ˙̄x, it means that both UVMS are able to execute all the

tasks and the object kinematic constraint is already satisfied

due to the common velocity reference. Conversely, when one

of the tool-frame velocities differs from the desired one, then

that UVMS clearly does not have enough DOFs to execute

all its tasks and at the same time obtain the desired ˙̄x. This

consequently means that the object kinematic constraint is not

automatically satisfied.

The computation of the common ˙̂x is a way to move the

object with a velocity that allows both system to carry out

their safety and operational-enabling tasks in a distributed way,

avoiding the direct employment of the kinematic constraint.

3) Second Independent Optimization: After the exchange

of the tool-frame velocities, both UVMS have agreed on

a common ˙̂x and must now track this velocity as best as

possible. For this reason, this second independent optimization

is performed with the same tasks as the first one, where now

the end-effector velocity tracking task is now at the top of the

priority list, and is parametrized by the ˙̂x velocity reference

in lieu of ˙̄x used in the first optimization run.

Being the first task of the hierarchy, this allows the full

exploitation of all the DOFs of the system for its exact tracking

and consequently means that the Jacobian matrix is always full

row rank. Subsequent tasks can optimize the system velocity

without changing the obtained tool-frame velocity. Again, the

two UVMSs obtain, in a fully decentralized way, the couple

of system control actions:

˙̂ya ,

[

˙̂qa
v̂a

]

, ˙̂yb ,

[

˙̂qb
v̂b

]

(3)

However, the tool-frame velocities are this time

ẋa = Ja ˙̂ya = ˙̂x (4)

ẋb = Jb ˙̂yb = ˙̂x (5)

which clearly satisfy the object kinematic constraint.

The main idea behind proposing the above solution, is not

only to establish a common tool-frame velocity (as required

by the firm grasping constraints) but also to resort to the com-

mon tool-frame velocity as a reasonable compromise between

two individual optimal values; in any case without requiring

any unfeasible amount of information exchange between the

agents. As a matter of fact, further investigations are needed

for measuring the degree of sub-optimality introduced by the

employment of ˙̂x in lieu of the globally optimal one ẋ◦, ob-

tained by solving the problem in a centralized way. Indeed ẋ◦

remains, although almost impossible to be real-time evaluated

within underwater environment, a reference stone with respect

to which any suboptimal control law has to be compared.

Moreover the possible existence of secondary effects, if any,

that might appear as a consequence of the introduced sub-

optimality, are still to be investigated. However, the extensive

simulations performed, some of which are presented in the

section 5, show encouraging results even by just using the

arithmetic mean between ẋa, ẋb.

B. Compensation of Disturbances

In the above section we have presented the distributed

algorithm for cooperating UVMS. In particular, the second

independent optimization, having the end-effector as the first

task, allows to satisfy also the kinematic constraint indirectly

whenever both systems are given the same velocity to track.

However, this does not hold anymore whenever velocity

disturbances (or equivalently, velocity tracking errors) are

considered. This is particularly crucial for the vehicles because

they are more affected by sea currents and less accurate than

the arms. This problem would inevitably create stress on the

object due to the violation of the object kinematic constraint.

The idea to reduce the effects of vehicle disturbances is

to modify the second optimization by adding, in parallel to

the above procedure, an arm control law parametrized by the

actual vehicle velocity. This can be done by considering the

same task hierarchy of Section III-A3 but with just the arm

velocities as control variables, and the vehicle velocity as a

parameter. The output of this procedure is an arm control law

for each UVMS:

˙̃qa = ρ̄a + Pava, (6)

˙̃qb = ρ̄b + Pbvb, (7)

where ρ̄a, ρ̄b are the known terms output of the optimization

procedure, and the P matrices express the influence of the
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Fig. 4. First simulation: activation functions for System A and B

able with finite support. In particular, the activation function

is equal to one whenever the corresponding inequality is not

satisfied and it smoothly goes to zero whenever the variable

is inside the region where the inequality is instead satisfied.

The buffer zone where the activation function is greater than

zero but the inequality is already satisfied serves the purpose

of avoiding chattering phenomena.

In the first simulation, the two systems are commanded to

transport the object 7 m along the x-axis, 3 m along the y-

axis and -1 m along the z-axis. Therefore goal position of the

object in (x, y, z) coordinates is (7,3,-1) meters rotated by an

angle of 30 degrees around the x-axis. UWSim [7], which is an

underwater robotics simulator, has been used for performing

visual rendering.

Figure 4 reports the time history of the activation functions

for the joint limits, manipulability, horizontal attitude and

distance between the vehicles tasks for the systems a and

b. From figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), 4(d) it can be seen that

different tasks are in transition during the trial simulations.

The proposed framework allows to maintain the corresponding

variable of each task within its given boundaries using suitable

smooth activation functions for activating and deactivating the

tasks. With this approach, the system manages to successfully

accomplish the final objective of the mission, by transporting

the object to the desired goal position as seen from the Fig.

2. The arm joint velocities and the vehicle velocities obtained

during simulation for system a and system b in Fig. 3 shows

the smoothness of the control that has been achieved.

In the second simulation the goal position is at (2,1,3)

meters, rotated of an angle of 30 degrees around y axis and

45 around z axis. Furthermore, in this simulation a sinusoidal

disturbance of 0.2m/s amplitude and 0.5Hz frequency is added

to the vehicle velocities along the x axis of the inertial

frame. Figure 5 shows the velocities of the two UVMS, while

Fig. 6 reports the time history of their activation functions.

The sinusoidal behaviors that can be seen in the generated

velocities are consequence of the disturbance that is added

to the vehicle velocity. Thanks to the proposed compensation

approach, the two system successfully bring the tool-frame

on top of the goal-frame despite the simulated sea current, as

shown in Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a novel algorithm for the

autonomous cooperative transportation of large objects by two

free floating vehicles endowed with redundant manipulators.

The algorithm is structured in such a way to minimize the

information exchange between the two UVMSs, as they only

need to exchange their respective tool-frame velocities. On

going works are dedicated to further analysing the disturbances

compensation technique. One of the major challenges now

would be to completely avoid the exchange of information

between the agents, by relying on the force/torque sensing at

the wrist of both arms.
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